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Using data from proton-antiproton collisions at
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s
p ¼ 1:96 TeV recorded by the CDF II detector at the
Fermilab Tevatron, evidence for the excited resonance state 0b is presented in its 
0
b
þ decay
followed by the 0b ! þc  and þc ! pKþ decays. The analysis is based on a data sample
corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 9:6 fb1 collected by an online event selection based on
charged-particle tracks displaced from the proton-antiproton interaction point. The significance of the
observed signal is 3:5. The mass of the observed state is found to be 5919:22 0:76 MeV=c2 in
agreement with similar findings in proton-proton collision experiments.
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Baryons with a heavy-quark Q are useful for probing
quantum chromodynamics (QCD) in its confinement
domain. Observing new heavy-quark baryon states and
measuring their properties provides further experimental
constraints to the phenomenology in this regime. This
report provides an additional contribution to the currently
small number of heavy-quark baryon observations.
In the framework of heavy-quark effective theories
(HQET) [1,2], a bottom quark b and a spin-zero ½ud
diquark, carrying an angular momentum L ¼ 1 relative to
the b quark (hence named P-wave states) can form two
excited states. These are named 0b , with same quark
content as the singlet 0b [3] and isospin I ¼ 0 but total
spin and parity JP ¼ 12

and JP ¼ 32

[4]. These isoscalar
states are the lightestP-wave states that can decay to the0b
baryon via strong-interaction processes. The decays require
the emission of a pair of low-momentum (soft) pions. Both
0b [5] particles are classified as bottom-baryon resonant
states. Several recent theoretical predictions of their masses
are available. An approach based on a quark-potential
model with the color hyperfine interaction is used in
Ref. [6]. The authors in Ref. [7] use a constituent quark
model incorporating the basic properties of QCD and
solving exactly the three-body problem. A heavy baryon
is considered in Ref. [8] as a heavy-quark and light-diquark
system in the framework of the relativistic quark model
based on the quasipotential approach in QCD. The spec-
troscopy of isoscalar heavy baryons and their excitations is
studied inRef. [9]within the framework ofHQETat leading
and next-to-leading orders in the combined inverse heavy-
quark mass, 1=mQ, and inverse number of colors, 1=Nc,
expansions. The nonperturbative formalism of QCD sum
rules is applied within HQET to calculate the mass spectra
of the bottom baryon states [10]. Some calculations predict
0b masses smaller than the hadronic decay kinematic
threshold (5900 MeV=c2) allowing only radiative decays
[7,10]. Other calculations predict the mass difference
Mð0b Þ Mð0bÞ for the JP ¼ 12

state to be approximately
in the range of 300–310 MeV=c2 [6,8,9]. Themass splitting
between the two states is predicted to be in the range of
10–17 MeV=c2.
The first experimental studies of b-quark baryon
resonant states were reported by CDF with the observation
of the S-wave states ðÞb in their 
0
b
 decays [11,12].
The ground states of the charged bottom-strange b
baryon [13–15] and bottom doubly strange b [15,16]
were reported by both CDF and D0, and later CDF ob-
served the neutral bottom-strange baryon 0b [17].
Recently, LHCb reported precise mass measurements of
the ground state 0b, the 

b state, and the 

b state [18].
The CMS Collaboration observed another bottom-strange
state, 0b , which is interpreted as a J
P ¼ 32
þ
resonance
[19]. Most recently, two states interpreted as the two 0b
resonant states were observed by the LHCb Collaboration
for the first time [20].
In this report, we present evidence for the production of
a0b resonance state in CDF data. We search for candidate
0b baryons produced in proton-antiproton collisions at
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 1:96 TeV using a data sample from an integrated
luminosity of 9:6 fb1 collected by CDF with a specialized
online event selection (trigger) that collects events en-
riched in fully hadronic decays of b hadrons. The 0b
candidates are identified in the pseudorapidity range jj<
1:0 using their exclusive decays to 0b baryons and two
oppositely charged soft pions. The excellent performance
of the CDF devices for measuring charged-particle trajec-
tories (tracks) allows reconstructing charged particles with
transverse momenta as low as 200 MeV=c. The result in
this paper is the first to support the LHCb observation [20].
The component of the CDF II detector [21] most
relevant to this analysis is the charged-particle tracking
system, which operates in a uniform axial magnetic field of
1.4 T generated by a superconducting solenoidal magnet.
The inner tracking system is comprised of a silicon tracker
[22]. A large open-cell cylindrical drift chamber [23]
completes the tracking system. The silicon tracking system
measures the transverse impact parameter of tracks with
respect to the primary interaction point, d0 [24], with a
resolution of d0  40 m, including an approximately
32 m contribution from the beam size [22]. The trans-
verse momentum resolution of the tracking system is
ðpTÞ=pT2  0:07% with pT in GeV=c [24].
This analysis relies on a three-level trigger to collect
data samples enriched in multibody hadronic decays of b
hadrons (displaced-track trigger). The trigger requires two
charged particles in the drift chamber, each with pT >
2:0 GeV=c [25]. The particle tracks are required to be
azimuthally separated by 2 << 90 [24]. Silicon
information is added and the impact parameter d0 of each
track is required to lie in the range of 0.12–1 mm providing
efficient discrimination of long-lived b hadrons [26].
Finally, the distance Lxy in the transverse plane between
the collision space point (primary vertex) and the intersec-
tion point of the two tracks projected onto their total
transverse momentum is required to exceed 200 m.
The mass resolution of the 0b resonances is predicted
with a Monte Carlo simulation that generates b quarks
according to a calculation expanded at next-to-leading
order in the strong coupling constant [27] and produces
events containing final-state hadrons by simulating
b-quark fragmentation [28]. In the simulations, the 0b
baryon is assigned the mass value of 5920:0 MeV=c2.
Decays are simulated with the EvtGen [29] program, and
all b hadrons are simulated unpolarized. The generated
events are passed to a Geant3-based [30] detector simula-
tion, then to a trigger simulation, and finally the same
reconstruction algorithm as used for experimental data.
The 0b candidates are reconstructed in the exclusive
strong-interaction decay 0b ! 0bs þs , where the
low-momentum pions s are produced near kinematic
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threshold [31]. The 0b baryon decays through the weak
interaction to a baryon þc and a pion labeled as b to
distinguish it from the soft pions. This is followed by the
weak-interaction decay þc ! pKþ. We search for a
0b signal in the Q-value distribution, where Q¼
mð0bs þs Þmð0bÞ2m, mð0bÞ is the reconstructed
þc b mass, andm is the known charged-pion mass. The
effect of the 0b mass resolution is suppressed, and most of
the systematic uncertainties are reduced in the mass differ-
ence. We search for narrow structures in the 6–45 MeV=c2
range of theQ-value spectrum motivated by the theoretical
estimates [6,8,9] and the LHCb findings [20].
The analysis begins with the reconstruction of theþc !
pKþ decay space point by fitting three tracks to a
common point. Standard CDF quality requirements are
applied to each track, and only tracks corresponding to
particles with pT > 400 MeV=c are used. No particle
identification is used. All tracks are refitted using pion,
kaon, and proton mass hypotheses to correct for the
mass-dependent effects of multiple scattering and
ionization-energy loss. The invariant mass of theþc candi-
date is required to match the known value [3] within
18 MeV=c2. The momentum vector of the þc candidate
is then extrapolated to intersect with a fourth track that is
assumed to be a pion, to form the 0b ! þc b candidate.
The 0b reconstructed decay point (decay vertex) is sub-
jected to a three-dimensional kinematic fit with the þc
candidate mass constrained to its known value [3]. The
probability of the 0b vertex fit must exceed 0.01% [12].
The proton from theþc candidate is required to have pT >
2:0 GeV=c to ensure that the proton is consistent with hav-
ing contributed to the trigger decision. The minimum
requirement on pTðb Þ is determined by an optimization
procedure maximizing the quantity S0
b
=ð1þ ﬃﬃﬃﬃBp Þ [32],
where S0
b
is the number of 0b signal events obtained
from the fit of the observed þc b mass distribution, and
B is the number of events in the sideband region of 50<
Q< 90 MeV=c2 scaled to the background yield expected in
the signal range 14:0<Q< 26:0 MeV=c2. The sideband
region boundaries are motivated by the signal predictions in
Refs. [6,8,9]. The resulting requirement is found to be
pTðb Þ> 1:0 GeV=c. The momentum criteria both for
proton and b candidates favor these particles to be the
two that contribute to the displaced-track trigger decision.
To keep the soft pions from0b decays within the kinematic
acceptance, the 0b candidate must have pTð0bÞ>
9:0 GeV=c. This maximizes the quantity SMC=ð1þ
ﬃﬃﬃ
B
p Þ,
where SMC is the
0
b signal reconstructed in the simulation.
To suppress prompt backgrounds from primary interac-
tions, the decay vertex of the long-lived 0b candidate is
required to be distinct from the primary vertex by requiring
the proper decay time and its significance to be ctð0bÞ>
200 m and ctð0bÞ=ct > 6:0, respectively. The first cri-
terion validates the trigger condition, while the second is
fully efficient on simulated 0b signal decays. We define
the proper decay time as ctð0bÞ ¼ Lxym0bc=pT , where
m0
b
is the known mass of the 0b baryon [3]. We require
the þc vertex to be associated with a 0b decay by requir-
ing ctðþc Þ>100 m, as derived from the quantity
Lxyðþc Þ measured with respect to the 0b vertex. This
requirement reduces contributions from þc baryons
directly produced in p p interactions and from random
combinations of tracks that accidentally are reconstructed
as þc candidates. To reduce combinatorial background
and contributions from partially reconstructed decays, 0b
candidates are required to point towards the primary vertex
by requiring the impact parameter d0ð0bÞ not to exceed
80 m. The ctðþc Þ and d0ð0bÞ criteria [12] are fully
efficient for the 0b signal.
Figure 1 shows the resulting prominent 0b signal in the
þc b invariant mass distribution. The binned maximum-
likelihood fit finds a signal of approximately 15 400
candidates at the expected 0b mass, with unity signal-to-
background ratio. The fit model describing the invariant
mass distribution comprises the Gaussian 0b ! þc b
signal overlapping a background shaped by several contri-
butions. Random four-track combinations dominating the
right sideband are modeled with an exponentially decreas-
ing function. Coherent sources populate the left sideband
and leak under the signal. These include reconstructed B
mesons that pass the 0b ! þc b selection criteria, par-
tially reconstructed 0b decays, and fully reconstructed 
0
b
decays other than þc b (e.g., 
0
b ! þc K). Shapes
representing the physical background sources are derived
from Monte Carlo simulations. Their normalizations are
constrained to branching ratios that are either measured
(for B meson decays reconstructed within the same þc b
sample) or theoretically predicted (for 0b decays). The
discrepancy between the fit and the data at smaller masses
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FIG. 1 (color online). Invariant mass distribution of 0b !
þc b candidates with a fit overlaid. The shoulder at the left
sideband is dominated by fully reconstructed B mesons and
partially reconstructed 0b decays.
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than the0b signal is attributed to incomplete knowledge of
the branching fractions of decays populating this region
[11,12,33,34] and is verified to have no effect on the final
results. The fit is used only to define the0b search sample.
To reconstruct the 0b candidates, each 
0
b candidate
with mass within the range of 5:561–5:677 GeV=c2 (3)
is combined with a pair of oppositely charged particles,
each assigned the pion mass. To increase the efficiency
for reconstructing 0b decays near the kinematic thresh-
old, the quality criteria applied to soft-pion tracks are
loosened. The basic requirements for hits in the drift
chamber and main silicon tracker are imposed on the s
tracks, and tracks reconstructed with a valid fit, proper
error matrix, and with pT > 200 MeV=c are accepted.
The relaxed requirements on the soft-pion tracks increase
the reconstructed 0b candidates’ yield by a factor of
approximately 2.6.
To reduce the background, a kinematic fit is applied to
the resulting 0b, 

s , and 
þ
s candidates that constrains
them to originate from a common point. The0b candidates
are not constrained to the 0b mass in this fit. Furthermore,
since the bottom-baryon resonance originates and decays
at the primary vertex, the soft-pion tracks are required to
originate from the primary vertex by requiring an impact
parameter significance d0ðs Þ=d0 smaller than 3 [11,12]
determined by maximizing the quantity SMC=ð1þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
B
p Þ.
The observed Q-value distribution is shown in Fig. 2.
A narrow structure atQ  21 MeV=c2 is clearly seen. The
projection of the corresponding unbinned likelihood fit is
overlaid on the data. The fit function includes a signal and a
smooth background. The signal is parametrized by two
Gaussian functions with common mean, and widths and
relative sizes set according to Monte Carlo simulation stud-
ies. Approximately 70% of the signal function is a narrow
core with 0:9 MeV=c2 width, while the wider tail portion
has a width of about 2:3 MeV=c2. The background is
described by a second-order polynomial. The fit parameters
are the position of the signal and its event yield. The
negative logarithm of the extended likelihood function is
minimized over the unbinned set of Q values observed.
The fit over the Q range 6–75 MeV=c2 finds 17:3þ5:34:6
signal candidates at Q ¼ 20:96 0:35 MeV=c2.
The significance of the signal is determined using a
log-likelihood-ratio statistic, D ¼ 2 ln ðL0=L1Þ [35,36].
We define the hypothesis H 1 as corresponding to the
presence of a 0b signal in addition to the background
and described by the likelihood L1. The null hypothesis
H 0 assumes the presence of only background with a mass
distribution described by the likelihoodL0 and is nested in
H 1. TheH 1 hypothesis involves two additional degrees
of freedom with respect toH 0, the signal position, and its
size. The significance for a Q search window of
6–45 MeV=c2 is determined by evaluating the distribution
of the log-likelihood ratio in pseudoexperiments simulated
under the H 0 hypothesis. The fraction of the generated
trials yielding a value of D larger than that observed
in experimental data determines the significance. The
fraction is 2:3 104 corresponding to a significance for
the signal equivalent to 3.5 one-tailed Gaussian standard
deviations.
The systematic uncertainties on the mass determination
derive from the tracker momentum scale, the resolution
model, and the choice of the background model. To
calibrate the momentum scale, the energy loss in the
tracker material and the intensity of the magnetic field
must be determined. Both effects are calibrated and ana-
lyzed in detail using large samples of J=c , c ð2SÞ, ð1SÞ,
and Z0 particles reconstructed in the þ decay modes
as well as Dþ!D0ð!KþÞþ, and c ð2SÞ!J=
c ð!þÞþ samples [37,38]. The corresponding
corrections are taken into account by the tracking algo-
rithms. Any systematic uncertainties on these corrections
are negligible in the Q-value measurements due to the
mass difference term, mð0bs þs Þ mð0bÞ. The uncer-
tainties on the measured mass differences due to the
momentum scale of the low-pT 

s tracks are estimated
from a large calibration sample of Dþ ! D0þs decays.
A scale factor of 0:990 0:001 for the soft-pion transverse
momentum is found to correct the difference between the
Q value observed in Dþ decays and its known value [3].
The same factor applied to the soft pions in a full simula-
tion of0b ! 0bs þs decays yields aQ-value change of
0:28 MeV=c2. Taking the full value of the change as the
uncertainty, we adjust the Q value determined by the fit
to the 0b candidates by 0:28 0:28 MeV=c2. The
Monte Carlo simulation underestimates the detector reso-
lution, and the uncertainty of this mismatch is considered
as another source of systematic uncertainty [12]. To evalu-
ate the systematic uncertainty due to the resolution, we use
a model with floating width parameter where only the ratio
of the widths of the two Gaussians is fixed. The resulting
uncertainty is found to be0:11 MeV=c2. To estimate the
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FIG. 2 (color online). Distribution of Q value for 0b candi-
dates, with fit projection overlaid.
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uncertainty associated with the choice of background
shape, we increase the degree of the chosen polynomial
and find the uncertainty to be 0:03 MeV=c2. The statis-
tical uncertainties on the resolution-model parameters due
to the finite size of the simulated data sets introduce a
negligible contribution. Adding in quadrature the uncer-
tainties of all sources results in a total Q-value systematic
uncertainty of 0:30 MeV=c2.
Hence, the measured Q value of the identified 0b state
is found to be 20:68 0:35ðstatÞ  0:30ðsystÞ MeV=c2.
Using the known values of the charged pion and0b baryon
masses [3], we obtain the absolute 0b mass value to
be 5919:220:35ðstatÞ0:30ðsystÞ0:60ð0bÞMeV=c2,
where the last uncertainty is the world’s average 0b mass
uncertainty reported in Ref. [3]. The result is closest to the
calculation based on 1=mQ, 1=Nc expansions [9]. The
result is also consistent with the higher state 0b ð5920Þ
recently observed by the LHCb experiment [20]. LHCb
also reports a state at approximately 5912 MeV=c2 [20].
Assuming similar relative production rates and relative
efficiencies for reconstructing the 0b ð5912Þ and
0b ð5920Þ states in the CDF II and LHCb detectors, the
lack of a visible0b ð5912Þ signal in our data is statistically
consistent within 2 with the 0b ð5912Þ yield reported
by LHCb.
In conclusion, we conduct a search for the 0b !
0b
þ resonance state in its Q-value spectrum. A nar-
row structure is identified at 5919:22 0:76 MeV=c2 mass
with a significance of 3:5. This signal is attributed to the
orbital excitation of the bottom baryon 0b and supports
similar findings in proton-proton collisions.
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